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PUBG a game loved by millions
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USPA NEWS - There are a lot of video games spread among peoples; however, PUBG online has been record-breaking. Basically,
this video game attracted a lot of people around the world, and also its audience from different generations, and different region. The
game represents strength from the challenges among the players inside the game, and also from the wonderful graphics

During the review of the teams and clans involved in this game, we noticed the presence of an Arab clan called ICTS run by Amjed Al-
Obeidi and Mohammed Rawi. The surveys showed this clan is the best clan among middle east nations, because of the number of
members of the clan, and the rate of the high views on many platforms, such as Facebook and YouTube

The secret behind the success of ICTS clan is its unique identity and the decision for both Amjed and Mohammed has shown in
selecting new members and admins based on important factors like respect, cooperation and the family-friendly nature of its content
which has been welcomed undoubtedly.

ICTS needs your support, at least subjectively as it is the top clan in Arabic countries and the middle east that is self-developed to play
PUBG professionally and has faced many challenges with nothing but the trust and love shared between members and fans alike.

Finally, who knows ?! We might see the day ICTS competes globally and with your support will make it sooner.
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